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Abstract: This paper outlines the previous research on the theoretical study for Knowledge Management.
The current study of this paper seeks to explore whether knowledge creation, knowledge acquisition,
lcnowledge captnre and knowledge sharing possibly have a significant impact and gaps in knowledge
management practice at Malaysian university libraries. Therefore, this paper adopts the "Sand Cone
Model" approach to gauge its feasibility to be incorporated into this research. The knowledge contribution
of this research will be employed to elaborate and integrate using Stmctnral Equation Model (SEM) for
some of the confumatory factors that can influence the knowledge management practices. The expected
outcome and gaps of knowledge in theoretical model could also provide some direction for future research.
Keywords: Knowledge management, Knowledge creation, Knowledge acquisition, Knowledge capture,
Knowledge sharing, Stmctural Equation Model (SEM), Sand Cone Model

INTRODUCTION
This article considers some of the principles
and practices commonly associated with
"knowledge management" (KM) in so far as they
seem to be of potential importance or relevance to
library and information professionals. The
multidisciplinary
nature
of
knowledge
management has resulted in input kom people in
different fields including economists, human
resource professionals, IT professionals and

library and information professionals. In this case,
individual and co~npetencies has included in
familiarity with information and knowledge, and
with users and related technologies. Sabri (2005)
in his study stated that data are simple, facts and
raw material that, in and of themselves, represent
observations, or facts out of context, and therefore
not directly meaningful and may be of little use.
However, information is data that have been
linked with other data and converted into
useful context for specific use. But, it is

that the greatest challenge facing librarians
moving to KM is moving fiom the traditional role
of housing information to analyzing and using the
information. Information can be viewed as the
explicit form of knowledge and LM as
management of the tacit knowledge inside
people's heads to make it accessible to others as
possible.
CONCLUSIONS
It can be clearly seen that the knowledge
management environment in which academic
libraries operate is changing. It is both faced with
challenges and opportunities. Academic libraries
need to respond to these challenges in order to
s e n e better the needs of the entire academic
community. One way of doing that is engaging in
knowledge management practices, that is,
creating, capturing, sharing and utilizing the
knowledge to achieve the library goals.
Knowledge management is a viable means in
which academic libraries could improve their
services and become more responsive to the needs
of users in the university. People gain knowledge
fiom their experiences and their peel-s' expertise.
Academic libraries need to recognize the
laowledge of its staff and create an environment
in which their knowledge can be valued and
shared. The proposed shuctural model of
Knowledge Management Practices of this
research will be employed to elaborate and
integrate using a structural equation model for
some of the factors that can influence the
knowledge management practices and library
users' satisfaction. Also, the proposed of the Sand
Cone model will be employed to illustrate the
significant balanced and well founded of the
Knowledge Management. The expected outcomc
of this theoretical model could provide some
direction for future additional research on KM
practices and library users' satisfaction in
Malaysian universities.
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